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How can we call someone a good citizen? It’s not easy to answer a question like this;
however, let’s agree that if you want to be a good citizen, you have to be a good person
rson first.
A good person is someone who is aware of his rights, duties and responsibilities towards his
h
family, his neighbors, his friends and his community in general.
I believe that there are many things that reflect your principles as a good citizen
c
in
your country. When you help people and volunteer to provide your services
vices to the
them on your
own free will, in this case, you are a good citizen. When you helpp the poor aand pay money
for charities and orphanages, you are a good citizen. When you follow
ollow the rules
ru
of traffic and
government laws in general, you are a good citizen. A good citizen
itizen help
helps the old and young
people. He treats them with respect and preserves the dignity of others.
ers.

A good citizen knows his rights which should never violate
vi
the rights of others.
Respecting others’ opinion and faith is also an important part
rt of being a good citizen.

Citizenship is a huge responsibility and a bur
burden on the shoulder of every faithful and
selfless citizen in his country.
Adapted from: https://www.eslprintables.
bles
les. Com/vocabular
Com/vocab
Com/vocabulary_worksheets/education/citizenship

PART ONE: (14 pts)
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A/Reading Comprehension. (7points)
nts)

Read the text and do thee following
owing activities.
acti
activiti

ose and circle the
th ri
right answer (2pts)
Activity One(2pts): Choose
1.This text talks about::
a- a landmarkk

b- citizenship

c- Algeria

zen helps:
helps
ps::
2. A good citizen
a- young or old peo
people

b- neither old nor young people

c- both young and old people

Activity
vity Two
Two(
Two(3pts
(3pts): Re
Read the text again and answer the following questions:

en

1.. Does offering
offf i help to the needy people make you a good citizen?
2. How
ow does a good citizen treat people?
3. What
W do the underlined words in the text refer to
Who →…………….
that→…………….

Activity
ctivi Three (2pts): a/ Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to these words: (1pt)
conscious= ………………..

disobey= ………………..

b/ Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to these words: (1pt)
rich≠ ………………….

young ≠ ……………….
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B/ Mastery of Language (7 points)

Activity One (2pts): Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentence.
you shoud help the most poor people which are homeless and need food and clothes .
Activity Two (3pts): Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets

Activity Three (2pts) : Match the words that have the same rhyme.
A
Great
fair
like
power

abcd-

pair
our
late
life
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B
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During Ramadan, people (to consume) more than the other months. So, we should (to be) more awaree
about this bad behavior. If we plan well before shopping , we (to limit) food waste .

Part Two: Situation of Integration (06 pts)

Many unethical behaviors are daily witnessed during Ramadan.
n. One of them
the is food waste. Our duty as
Muslims and good citizens is to change these bad behaviors .Write
rite a short paragraph about how to limit food
waste using the following notes :

x traders should reduce their prices. Let’s think how to gain charities
ch
not money in this month.
x people must recognize that wasting food is a very bad bbehavior.
x They should only buy and cook what they need.

we can share our meals with poor
oor people. We can also give them the rest of the food instead of
throwing it.

TRY YOUR BEST

en
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